Co-rumination, anxiety, and maladaptive cognitive schemas: when friendship can hurt
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Background: This study investigated maladaptive cognitive schemas as mediators of the relationship between co-rumination and anxiety.

Methods: Self-report measures of co-rumination, trait cognitive and somatic anxiety, and early maladaptive cognitive schemas were provided to a nonclinical sample of 461 young adults. Mediation of co-rumination and trait somatic and cognitive anxiety by each early maladaptive schema domain was tested using nonparametric, bootstrap-based resampling.

Results: Significant associations between co-rumination and trait and cognitive anxiety were mediated by schema domains related to Rejection and Disconnection, Overvigilance and Inhibition, and Impaired Autonomy. The association between co-rumination and somatic anxiety was mediated by domains related to Rejection and Disconnection and Impaired Autonomy.

Conclusion: The results of this study showed that those who engage in co-rumination, potentially resulting in clinical levels of anxiety, might benefit from treatment that focuses on themes of rejection sensitivity and belonging, beliefs about autonomy, and when the anxiety is more cognitive, treatment that focuses on hypercriticalness and emotional inhibition too.
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Background
Co-rumination is defined as extensive and frequent discussion, speculation, and focus on negative feelings related to personal problems with a close friend or friends. It typically entails rehashing the same problems, mutual encouragement of self-disclosure, and focusing on possible causes, implications, and negative feelings surrounding problems. Co-rumination might, for example, consist of a pair of friends repeatedly discussing a quarrel with a boyfriend or girlfriend, including framing the problem from every point of view, brooding on the negative consequences and emotions generated by the event, and actively inciting one another to continue the discussion. Co-rumination often entails speculating and dwelling on small and/or unknown possibilities related to a problem rather than engaging in active problem solving.

Literature suggests that co-rumination is simultaneously related to both positive and negative outcomes. On the positive side, co-rumination has been linked with friendship closeness, perceptions of friendship quality, and greater job satisfaction. On the negative side, co-rumination has been associated with heightened concurrent and prospective internalizing symptoms (including anxiety and depressive symptoms), particularly among females. Much like rumination or other forms of perseverative thought, co-rumination is a process that can create vulnerability for and/or sustain/exacerbate the pathophysiology...
of dysfunctional coping style engaged to manage negative emotions, cognitions, and memories associated with internalizing symptoms. For example, co-rumination operates as a mediator variable in depression and anxiety contagion effects among children and adolescents, especially in girls.

Despite a relative dearth of examination, it stands to reason that co-rumination can be present within a general cognitive model of psychopathology. As such, the co-rumination may be an expression of a schema and/or serve to reinforce certain schema (an organized pattern of thought that provides meaning, context, and prediction for experiences). Several studies to date have examined the relation of co-rumination to internalizing symptoms without placing the processes within a cognitive framework. Originally, Beck proposed that one cause of anxiety might be a function of alterations to cognitive schema. More recently, Beck and Haigh argued that the development of schema is intimately involved in the onset and maintenance of many psychological disorders. Schema theory, that evolved from Beck’s original cognitive theory, offers an explanation of the developmental origins of schema. According to Young et al, schema are defined as broad, pervasive themes or patterns regarding self and relationships with others. Typically, schemas include cognitive and emotional elements, bodily sensations, and memories. They are developed during childhood or adolescence and are elaborated over time.

As described by Beck and Haigh, the theory that mal-adaptive schema results from childhood adversity was likely influenced by early developmental work conducted by Piaget and Warden.

Young et al focused on the developmental origins of schema, at least partially, as a function of their efforts to treat complex emotional disorders.

A taxonomy of 18 “early maladaptive schemas” (EMS) has been developed, with each schema differing with regard to its cognitive content. The Young Schema Questionnaire (YSQ) was developed to assess EMS. The 18 EMSs have been divided into five umbrella categories, known as schema domains. The schema domains are: 1) Disconnection/Rejection; 2) Impaired Autonomy/Performance; 3) Impaired Limits; 4) Other-Directedness; and 5) Overvigilance/Inhibition. In Table 1, a brief description of each schema domain is reported.

These domains are not mutually exclusive, and a given individual may exhibit multiple EMSs, theoretically leading to more pronounced psychological deficits.

EMS could be conceptualized as pervasive and character traits or dispositional characteristics, which results from the interaction between a child’s temperament and environmental experiences. They operate on the deepest level of cognition, outside of awareness, and make the subject psychologically vulnerable to develop anxiety, depression,

Table 1 Description of the five Young schema domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disconnection and Rejection</td>
<td>Domain is predicted by the inability to establish secure and fulfilling relationships because persuaded that the needs for security, safety, stability, acceptance, and respect will not be met in a predictable manner. Typical family origin is unstable (Abandonment); abusive (Mistrust/Abused); cold (Emotional Deprivation); too demanding (Defectiveness); lonely (Social Isolation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired Autonomy and Performance</td>
<td>Domain take into consideration the role of expectations about oneself/environment to interfere with one’s perceived ability/performance to separate (ie, separate from the parental figures), function independently. Typical family origin is unable to handle one’s everyday responsibilities in a competent manner (Dependence); undermining of child’s confidence (Vulnerability to Harm); excessively involved emotionally (Emmeshment); failing to reinforce child for performing competently outside family context (Failure).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired Limits</td>
<td>Domain represent the difficulty into respecting the social and interpersonal rules, cooperating, making commitments, and reach realistic personal or long-term goals. Typical family origin is permissiveness, lack of direction or characterized by excessive competitiveness, and an inappropriate sense of superiority (Entitlement/Grandiosity); pervasive difficulty or refusal to exercise sufficient self-control and frustration tolerance (Insufficient Self-Control).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other-Directedness</td>
<td>Domain represents the systematic tendency to pay too much attention to other’s needs, at the expense of one’s own. This is characterized by an excessive focus on the desires, feelings of others, in order to gain love/approval or avoid anger. Typical family origin is based on conditional acceptance (Subjugation); on voluntarily meeting the needs of others, to prevent causing pain to others, and to avoid guilt from feeling selfish (Self-Sacrifice); characterized by an overemphasis on status/money, as a means of gaining approval and attention (Approval-Seeking).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overvigilance and Inhibition</td>
<td>Domain shows the tendency on suppressing one’s impulses, and choices rigid, internalized rules and expectations about performance/behavior, often at the expense of happiness, self-expression, and health. Typical family origin is focused on the negative aspects of life, ie, pain, humiliation, conflict, or guilt (Negativity); difficulty expressing vulnerability or communicating freely about one’s feelings and needs (Emotional Inhibition); meet very high internalized standards of behavior and performance, to avoid criticism (Unrelenting Standards); difficulty forgiving mistakes and intolerance/punitive against errors (Punitiveness).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and other internalizing symptoms. EMSs are thought to be trait like, in that they are stable over time. When certain schemas are triggered, the individual may respond to them adopting a dysfunctional coping style, such as co-rumination, that perpetuates these schemas.

A relatively broad body of literature has supported the existence and developmental origins of EMSs in personality disorders, as well as in mood disorders. Various studies have examined the EMSs associated with anxiety disorders among youth, adults, and older adults. Most EMSs are elevated in anxiety disorders, although the core EMS appears to vary as a function of specific anxiety disorders.

Recent studies have underlined that social anxiety (SA) and obsessive-compulsive disorder were predicted by three of the schema domains (Disconnection/Rejection, Impaired Autonomy and performance, and Other-Directedness); panic attacks disorder (PAD) was activated by the Impaired Autonomy and Other-Directedness domains; generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) symptomatology and severity were correlated with the Impaired Autonomy, Overvigilance/Inhibition, and Other-Directedness domains. Taken together, these results showed that several EMSs are highly activated in a wide range of anxiety disorders, and that the EMSs underline chronic symptoms of anxiety, as suggested by Young et al.

As EMSs play a relevant role of activation in the onset of anxiety disorders, they have been hypothesized to play a similar role in trait anxiety, since anxiety can be conceptualized as a continuum that ranges from state-trait personality to clinical anxiety. Indeed, state-trait anxiety represents a continuum of increasing intensity on which low scores represent calm, intermediates were associated to worry, and elevated reflect intense fear.

Trait anxiety refers to relatively stabilizing individual differences that characterize people’s anxiety or general feeling of anxiety. Trait anxiety measures can predict both the magnitude of state anxiety reactions, and particular stressful circumstances under which such state anxiety reactions will occur. A person with a high trait test anxiety score would be expected to become more state anxious than a person with low trait test anxiety, specifically in test situations.

In other words, trait vulnerability to the development of anxiety disorders would consist in less intense dysregulation of anxious states than that reported in a clinical anxiety disorder.

Presumably, to the extent certain schemas are triggered, one subject may respond to it co-ruminating with close friends, and this, on one hand, perpetuates the schemas and, on the other hand, leads him/her to more easily experience anxiety states, reinforcing his/her anxiety trait.

The general cognitive model may constitute a valuable framework to understand underlying processes mediating the relationship between perseverative thought which can be either constructive or unconstructive (eg, co-rumination) in young adults, for whom engagement in maladaptive cognitive processes may reinforce cognitive biases, leading to the onset of anxiety symptoms.

Since anxiety is known to present differently in anxiety symptom profiles, subjective experience, and even response to treatment, cognitive and somatic symptom clusters were examined.

While the cognitive anxiety cluster aims to capture features of anxiety that are directly related to thoughts (eg, worry, intrusive thoughts, and difficulty in concentrating), the somatic cluster attempts to capture features that are directly related to physical experiences (eg, sweating, palpitations, and muscle tension).

Among all the EMSs, the Impaired Autonomy domain (which includes vulnerability to harm or illness schema) has been identified to have a central role in the activation of somatic anxiety. Indeed, it has been associated with GAD and PAD symptomatology, and pain catastrophizing. Patients with PAD or GAD have been found to be more sensitive to bodily changes (ie, heart rate) and less accurate in their perception of bodily states than non-anxious individuals.

Furthermore, Overvigilance/Inhibition and Other-Directedness domains have been shown to have a central role in the activation of the cognitive trait anxiety. In fact, maladaptive cognitive schemas related to perfectionism, such as Unrelenting Standards schema, Self-Sacrifice, and Negativity schema, characterize people who are prone to excessive and pathological worry and uncertainty in the problem-solving process.

This study aimed to explore the role of schema domains in the association between co-rumination and trait anxiety, in both cognitive and somatic dimensions. We expected that the significant relation between co-rumination and trait anxiety would be, at least partially, explained by specific EMSs. Specific EMS are hypothesized to remain latent until they are activated by specific dysfunctional cognitive coping style, such as co-rumination, that is relevant for these schemas. When activated, such EMSs lead to the development of trait anxiety in response to co-rumination.

Since anxiety is known to present differently and more frequently in females relative to males, and co-rumination is associated with more negative symptomatology in girls,
we also examined potential sex differences in the proposed mediation model. Females have been found to report higher levels of co-rumination than males, and co-rumination has been found to predict higher anxiety levels in females but not in males.2,6

Materials and methods

Participants

Data in this study partially overlapped with previous research.56 Participants included 461 Italian subjects, of whom 84.4% were undergraduate students. They were, on average, 23.9 years (SD=6.9) old, with an average of 13.5 years of education (SD=1.9). Study participants were recruited through several types of advertisements, contributed on a voluntary basis, as described in detail previously.56

Ethics approval and consent to participate

The ethics committee of the Department of Psychological Sciences, Health and Territory, University of Chieti, Italy, reviewed the methods of the study and approved it.

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. Written informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the study. Participants were debriefed about the study’s purpose and were informed that they could withdraw from participation at any time and without any consequences.

Measures

All participants completed an anonymous sociodemographic assessment. Immediately after, they were randomly given the following questionnaires: the Italian versions of the YSQ Long Form, third edition, the Co-Rumination Questionnaire (CRQ), and the State Trait Inventory for Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety (STICSA). Full descriptions of additional measures can be found in our previous work.56

The YSQ Long Form, third edition13 is a self-report questionnaire that measures the 18 EMSs in adults.57,94 It comprises 232 items, each of which is a self-descriptive statement on a cognitive maladaptive belief as conceptualized by Young et al’s schema theory. Respondents are asked to rate the accuracy of these statements (from 1 “not true at all” to 6 “this describes me perfectly”).13 Statements are hierarchically grouped into five domains, each domain representing some combination of unique EMS. A mean score is computed for each cognitive schema, with a higher score corresponding to higher endorsement of a particular maladaptive schema. A schema domain score is obtained by computing the mean of all EMSs that comprise a given domain. Cronbach’s α coefficients for this study are reported in Table 2.

The STICSA-trait version46 is a 21-item self-report questionnaire designed to evaluate cognitive (eg, “I feel agonized over my problems”) and somatic (eg, “My heart beats fast”) symptoms of anxiety. STICSA was developed to address the psychometric limitations of existing measures of anxiety, especially their extensive overlap with depression.58–61 For the trait version, individuals rate how often a statement is true in general, from 1 “not at all” to 4 “very much so.” In

Table 2 Correlations, reliability, and descriptive statistics for co-rumination, anxiety, and early maladaptive schema questionnaires (N=460)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STICSA</th>
<th>YSQ</th>
<th>Descriptive statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tot</td>
<td>D/R</td>
<td>Descriptors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.207***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-Tot</td>
<td>0.882***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-S</td>
<td>0.616***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-C</td>
<td>0.617***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-D/R</td>
<td>0.655***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-IA</td>
<td>0.681***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-OD</td>
<td>0.529***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-IL</td>
<td>0.698***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-O/I</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***p<0.001; **p<0.01.

Abbreviations: C, cognitive subscale; CRQ, Co-Rumination Questionnaire; D/R, Disconnection/Rejection; IA, Impaired Autonomy; IL, Impaired Limits; M, mean; OD, Other-Directedness; O/I, Overvigilance/Inhibition; S, somatic subscale; SD, standard deviation; STICSA, State Trait Inventory of Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety; Tot, total scale; YSQ, Young Schema Questionnaire; α, Cronbach’s alpha.
total, the scale comprises the Trait–Somatic (S) subscale and Trait–Cognitive (C) subscale. STICSA-trait has been shown to be stable over repeated administrations during several stress manipulations. The factor structure has shown strong support, and the total scale and subscales have exhibited high internal consistency, as well as construct consistent correlations in patients, controls, and community samples. In spite of high intercorrelations between S and C, the overlap in variance between the subscales ranges from 0.28 to 0.42, suggesting that the amount of unique variance captured by each subscale is substantial. The Italian version of STICSA has exhibited good psychometric properties in a sample of middle-aged and older adults. Cronbach’s α coefficients for this study are reported in Table 2.

CRQ contains 27 items assessing co-rumination between same-sex friends, which involves excessively discussing personal problems. Each participant was asked to consider the way in which he/she generally interacts with a best friend of the same sex. Each statement was rated on a Likert-type scale (ranging from 1 “not at all true” to 5 “really true”). CRQ exhibited good psychometric properties in a large Italian sample. Cronbach’s α coefficients for this study are reported in Table 2.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics, reliability (Cronbach’s α), and correlation analysis (Pearson’s correlation coefficients) between STICSA-C and -S, YSQ Long Form, third edition schema domains, and CRQ were examined. Independent t-tests were used to assess the effect of sex on all the scales used in this study. Mediation models, using bootstrapped-based confidence intervals, were tested using the SPSS add-on package PROCESS. Both single mediation analyses (ie, one mediator), as well as multiple mediation analyses, were conducted to examine relationships between co-rumination and anxiety. Multiple mediation was conducted in a stepwise fashion. The single variable with the smallest standardized indirect effect was iteratively removed until only significant mediators remained.

Differently from the most widely used classical causal steps approach, the modern approach to mediation, used in this study, has the following aims. 1) The approach intended to quantify indirect effects, rather than infer the presence of an indirect effect through a set of tests on their constituent paths. 2) It also overcame the sampling distribution assumptions. For example, in the classical approach, normality assumptions of the indirect effect are required to attest the validity of the conclusions through the Sobel test. In addition, the modern approach allows to make a distinction between mediation and indirect effects. 3) Indirect effects may occur even if there is no evidence that X (independent variable) and Y (outcome variable) are associated, that is when the direct effect results in being significant. 4) Again, it allowed comparing specific indirect effects in complex models, which include multiple pathways (ie, several mediators, independent variables, or outcomes), without biases. 5) Finally, moderation and mediation can be combined into either a “mediated moderation” or “mediated mediation” model.

Results

Data screening

There were no missing data. To examine whether data deviated from normal distributional properties, we looked at skewness and kurtosis statistics. For all variables of interest, skewness was <1 (range =0.07–0.79). The absolute value of kurtosis was also <1 (range =0.07–0.57). There was a single univariate outlier (defined as a subscale |Z|>3.29); this subject was removed from further analysis. There were no multivariate outliers (defined as Mahalanobis distance > the equivalent of p<0.001).

Descriptive statistics and internal consistencies were computed for the five YSQ schema domains, STICSA (trait total score, TC, and TS), and the CRQ, as well as the intercorrelations among these scales (Table 2). Relationships between co-rumination and all three scales of the STICSA were significant, ranging from 0.14 to 0.23 (all p-values <0.01). As reported previously, the Young domains were modestly correlated with co-rumination. Associations among the STICSA scales and the schema domains were significant and positive (all p-values <0.001), ranging from 0.33 (p<0.001, between STICSA-S and Impaired Limits) to 0.62 (p<0.001, between STICSA-C and Impaired Autonomy). Cronbach’s α coefficients were 0.95 for the CRQ and 0.84 and 0.78, respectively, for the STICSA-C and STICSA-S. All YSQ schema domains had high internal consistency, with Cronbach’s α coefficients ranging from 0.87 to 0.95.

Sex differences

Mean and standard deviations, group t-tests, p-values, and effect sizes are provided for each dependent variable by sex in Table 3. Females exhibited significantly higher levels of co-rumination, total anxiety, and somatic anxiety, but there was no difference in cognitive anxiety (Table 3). No sex differences were observed on the YSQ schema domains.
Mediation set-up

For mediation to exist, there must be 1) a significant c path: significant correlations between the independent variable (co-rumination) and the dependent variable (total/cognitive/somatic anxiety); 2) a significant a path: significant correlation between the independent variable (co-rumination) and potential mediator (schema domains); and 3) a significant b path: significant correlation between the potential mediator (schema domains) and dependent variable (total/cognitive/somatic anxiety). If mediation is present, the indirect effect (path ab) from the independent variable (co-rumination) to the dependent variable (total/cognitive/somatic anxiety) through the mediator (schema domains) will be meaningful. Further, inclusion of the indirect effect into the model (ab) will result in either the new c path (c′) being nonsignificant or a reduction in magnitude of the new c path (mediations occur).

Potential moderation by sex

To examine the possible moderating influence of sex on relationships between potential variables along the hypothesized mediational paths, moderation analyses were conducted. The interactions between sex and co-rumination were not significant in predicting any of the schema domains (a paths) nor were the interactions significant between sex and the schema domains in predicting total, somatic, or cognitive anxiety (b paths). The interactions between sex and co-rumination in predicting total, somatic, or cognitive anxiety (c paths) were also not significant. Given the significant main effects of sex on two of the three outcome variables (Table 3), sex was included as a covariate in all subsequent analyses.

Multiple mediation results

Since all variables met the necessary criteria for mediation, all were included in multiple mediation models to find those variables that best mediated relationships between co-rumination and STICSA-T, STICSA-S, and STICSA-C. Results are displayed in Table 4. Disconnection/Rejection, Impaired Autonomy, and Overvigilance/Inhibition provided the simplest mediation of the relationship between co-rumination and STICSA-T. Similarly, Disconnection/
Rejection and Impaired Autonomy provided the simplest mediation of the relationship between co-rumination and STICSA-S. Comparable to the first model, Disconnection/Rejection, Impaired Autonomy, and Overvigilance/Inhibition provided the simplest mediation of the relationship between co-rumination and STICSA-C.

### Alternative mediation models

Additionally, because our data were cross-sectional, we tested a series of alternative mediational models to examine the possibility that co-rumination rather than schema domains might serve as a better mediator (Table 5). In the alternative models, co-rumination was introduced as a mediator in the relationship between the schema domains and STICSA total, as well as cognitive and somatic scales, in addition to including sex as a covariate. These alternative models suggest that those presenting high scores on Young’s domains, and thus dysfunctional to a significant degree, might be more prone to co-rumination and hence have higher levels of anxiety. While this test cannot control for the cross-sectional nature of the data, it does provide an additional test of model fit. None of the alternative mediational models exhibited significant mediation at the p<0.001 level that was used for the single mediation models. Only three of 15 models showed significant mediation at p<0.05 and with extremely small effects. Of note, the three models that showed significant conditional mediation involved cognitive anxiety, co-rumination, and Disconnection/Rejection (one of the three) and trait/cognitive anxiety, co-rumination, and Impaired Limits (two of the three). In individual mediation analyses, these three models only exhibited conditional mediation with schema domains as the proposed mediators. In the multiple mediation tests, Impaired Limits was not a unique, significant mediator.

### Discussion

This study investigated whether co-rumination and trait cognitive and somatic anxiety were conceptually linked and whether maladaptive cognitions served as potential paths through which co-rumination may be related to the two dimensions of anxiety in a sample of nonclinical young adults. This study appears to be the first to use the YSQ, which examines maladaptive beliefs at a much deeper level than other available measures, as well as STICSA, which is considered a more pure measure of state and trait anxiety than other commonly used tools.

The results confirmed that both trait cognitive and somatic anxiety, as proposed by Ree et al., were significantly linked to five maladaptive schema domains, as conceptualized by Young et al. This result was in line with previous research, which revealed that co-rumination is associated with anxiety. In addition, co-rumination was significantly associated with all schema domains. Finally, the relation between maladaptive cognitive schemas and trait anxiety was in line with the current literature. For example, Bosmans et al. emphasized the role of schema domains in explaining the associations of attachment anxiety and avoidance with...

#### Table 5 Alternative mediation analyses of schema domains with varying anxiety scales/subscales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>c'</th>
<th>axb</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-D/R</td>
<td>STICSA-T*</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.243±0.059***</td>
<td>0.052±0.024*</td>
<td>0.449±0.030***</td>
<td>0.436±0.031***</td>
<td>0.107±0.027</td>
<td>0.031±0.009***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-S</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.243±0.059***</td>
<td>0.029±0.025</td>
<td>0.306±0.033***</td>
<td>0.299±0.034***</td>
<td>0.099±0.009</td>
<td>0.031±0.009***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-C*</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.243±0.069***</td>
<td>0.078±0.029***</td>
<td>0.606±0.036***</td>
<td>0.587±0.037***</td>
<td>0.034±0.014</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-IA</td>
<td>STICSA-T</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.355±0.056***</td>
<td>0.022±0.023</td>
<td>0.495±0.030***</td>
<td>0.487±0.032***</td>
<td>0.010±0.010</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-S</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.355±0.056***</td>
<td>0.001±0.025</td>
<td>0.371±0.033***</td>
<td>0.371±0.034***</td>
<td>0.000±0.011</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-C</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.355±0.056***</td>
<td>0.045±0.029</td>
<td>0.631±0.038***</td>
<td>0.615±0.041***</td>
<td>0.016±0.010</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-OD</td>
<td>STICSA-T</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.389±0.053***</td>
<td>0.021±0.026</td>
<td>0.375±0.030***</td>
<td>0.366±0.032***</td>
<td>0.011±0.014</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-S</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.389±0.053***</td>
<td>0.005±0.027</td>
<td>0.263±0.032***</td>
<td>0.26±0.034***</td>
<td>0.003±0.014</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-C</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.389±0.053***</td>
<td>0.040±0.032</td>
<td>0.497±0.036***</td>
<td>0.492±0.039***</td>
<td>0.027±0.022</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-IL</td>
<td>STICSA-T*</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.270±0.054*</td>
<td>0.055±0.025*</td>
<td>0.359±0.029***</td>
<td>0.344±0.031***</td>
<td>0.020±0.010</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-S</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.270±0.054*</td>
<td>0.030±0.026</td>
<td>0.246±0.033***</td>
<td>0.238±0.034***</td>
<td>0.01±0.010</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-C*</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.270±0.054*</td>
<td>0.082±0.030***</td>
<td>0.483±0.034***</td>
<td>0.461±0.037***</td>
<td>0.024±0.010</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSQ-O/I</td>
<td>STICSA-T</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.402±0.050***</td>
<td>0.010±0.0216</td>
<td>0.383±0.030***</td>
<td>0.379±0.032***</td>
<td>0.006±0.014</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-S</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.402±0.050***</td>
<td>0.002±0.027</td>
<td>0.251±0.032***</td>
<td>0.250±0.034***</td>
<td>0.001±0.015</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICSA-C</td>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>0.402±0.050***</td>
<td>0.018±0.030</td>
<td>0.528±0.037***</td>
<td>0.521±0.039***</td>
<td>0.008±0.014</td>
<td>0.031±0.014***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05. All values = estimate±standard error (except Z). Italic font indicates the significant path between mediator and DV.

Abbreviations: a, path between IV and mediator; b, path between mediator and DV; c, direct path (ie, path between IV and DV); C, cognitive subscale; D/R, Disconnection/Rejection; DV, dependent variable (ie, outcome variable); IA, Impaired Autonomy; IL, Impaired Limits; IV, independent variable (ie, predictor); M, proposed mediator; OD, Other-Directedness; O/I, Overvigilance/Inhibition; S, somatic subscale; STICSA, State Trait Inventory of Cognitive and Somatic Anxiety; Tot, total scale; YSQ, Young Schema Questionnaire; c', direct path after mediator is included in model; A/B, completely standardized indirect path.
Co-rumination’s persistent focus on problems could serve as a trigger for the activation of these maladaptive cognitive schemas and result in reciprocal reinforcement of the schema domains. On the basis of our findings, it could be hypothesized that individuals with particular anxious predispositions and perhaps the early basis of maladaptive schemas of dependency and negativity, emotional inhibition, hypercriticalness, and punitiveness are prone to more easily activating these maladaptive schemas in the process of co-rumination, something they likely do more than their peers. The process of activating these belief systems during co-rumination may in turn contribute to elevated levels of anxiety. Prior work has emphasized the importance of measuring the impact of aspects of co-rumination on psychopathology. Therefore, it would seem that some facets of co-rumination are more useful, or at least less dysfunctional with respect to others. The mediation of the effect of co-rumination on anxiety suggests that co-rumination’s negative, dysfunctional, nonsolution-focused component might consist of Disconnection/Rejection, Impaired Autonomy, and Overvigilance/Inhibition schema contents.

Limitations
A further limitation is the potential lack of generalizability of these results to clinical conditions and the cross-sectional nature of the study. Although, Rijkeboer and van den Bergh have demonstrated that EMSs are comparable in clinical and nonclinical subjects, the proposed mediation model should be investigated in patient samples as well. In addition, all variables studied herein were assessed via self-report measures. Although cross-sectional studies are particularly appropriate for estimating and exploring the prevalence of a behavior or disease in a specific population and studying multiple outcomes, they show strong limitations. One of the restrictions concerns the difficulties to disentangle causes and effects from simple associations. Even within cross-sectional mediation, it is difficult to establish whether an effect is stable across time and determine the temporal precedence (one important condition of causality). This is particularly true in this study, where a stable trait anxiety was causally inferred by co-rumination behavior. However, the models tested here had exploratively investigated the mediating role played by EMS on the relationship between a dysfunctional coping style and trait cognitive and somatic anxiety. As showed by Rose et al in a longitudinal study using a general measure of anxiety, co-rumination represents a common coping strategy, which predicted and mediated depressive and anxious symptoms, especially among female children.
and adolescents. Like in a recursive metacognitive model (ie, the ruminative model), co-rumination predicted both an increase of internalizing symptoms and an increase of positive friendship, which in turn contribute to co-rumination. So, a simple stressful and negative condition is maintained throughout the co-ruminative process, turning into a pervasive anxiety disorder (ie, GAD or SA). This study is not exhaustive; other mediation models can be hypothesized. For example, mediation models could evaluate the state anxiety variable as an outcome. Differently from what has been done here, it would be interesting to evaluate the role of a co-ruminative attitude as a simple response to an anxious state or trait, which triggers the activation of a dysfunctional schema. Longitudinal models would be useful to test the stability over time of specific schema-coping strategies to predict internalizing symptoms, and to explore the presence of bidirectional pathways.

Future research should include other methods, such as psychophysiological or behavioral assessment, and observational methods, as suggested elsewhere. Finally, we examined sex as a factor affecting the association between co-rumination and anxiety in this study. However, we did not examine the potential influence of other sociodemographic factors. Future work should investigate variables such as age, marital status, and education, as well as alternative individual differences, such as cultural memberships or religious group affiliations.

Clinical implications
Trait anxiety is believed to be a predisposition to the development of anxiety disorders in general, although levels of trait anxiety are variable across anxiety disorders. For example, GAD has clear links to trait anxiety (and negative affect/neuroticism), while specific phobias considerably less so (eg, social phobia). Our results show that cognitive anxiety implies the involvement of a further schema domain relative to somatic anxiety in the co-ruminative–anxiety link. Of particular interest, the observed schema domain was associated with beliefs of negativity, emotional inhibition, hypercriticalness, and punitiveness. This finding is consistent with current literature, which suggests that cognitive anxiety is an important component of many anxiety disorders. In any case, the separation of cognitive and somatic symptoms permits examination of prominent components of anxiety and inclusion of a range of anxious conditions.

In light of our findings, practitioners might note whether adolescent clients/patients with anxiety commonly engage in co-rumination and if so, evaluate the extent to which they seem to hold strong beliefs about being rejected/abandoned by others, dependent on others, and/or exhibit features consistent with those of generalized anxiety. Should these themes emerge, they might aid with cognitive case conceptualization and the approach that the practitioner takes to working with a given client/patient.

The present results may also have direct implications for the therapeutic relationship, particularly on the maladaptive communication style engaged by patients during therapeutic setting and/or during interpersonal communication. Maladaptive communication could lead to an increase in psychological distress, rather than its reduction, particularly in those patients who have suffered from the lack of a secure base (ie, those who score high on the Disconnection/Rejection schema domain) and the lack of freedom to express emotions (who score high on the Impaired Limits schema domain). Clinicians could support young clients to redirect time away from co-ruminating habits toward more functional coping mechanisms and more positive approaches to communication.

Young et al discuss each EMS’s impact on the therapeutic process and propose a recommended treatment approach. Given the commonality of beliefs that others will not meet their needs and that they may not be able to function on their own, practitioners may wish to expend additional energy to convince clients that they (practitioner) are emotionally available and dependent and to begin discussing the role of termination early in therapy for individuals who co-ruminate and exhibit elevated levels of anxiety. Practitioners might also carefully monitor for early signs of a client/patient preventatively rejecting the therapist. By specifically targeting maladaptive schemas through the therapeutic relationship and via exercises within the social network of the client/patient, youths may thereby reduce the likelihood that they will progress to a full-on anxiety disorder.

Conclusion
Overall, our findings provide support for the idea that certain psychopathological processes can be understood in the context of cognitive schemas. Better understanding of the functioning of co-rumination can help fine-tune interventions to face co-rumination-related problems.
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Data are available from the first author upon request.
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